THE CHRIST SCHOOL UNIFORM POLICY
GENERAL EXPECTATIONS FOR ALL STUDENTS
The Student Uniform Policy has been developed to provide a uniform, consistent appearance for our
students. TCS believes that our uniform policy plays an important role in maintaining a culture conducive
to developing great learners by promoting an emphasis on the pursuit of academics and reducing the
emphasis on the pursuit of outward values, contributing to a positive environment in which all members
are protected and respected.
Students have several uniform options. It is the parent’s responsibility to make sure their child complies
with the student uniform policy each day when they arrive at school. Students who are not in the proper
uniform may receive one or more of the following consequences: a verbal notice; a written notice sent to
the parents; or the student may be sent to the office and a phone call will be made to the parents
instructing them to bring the proper uniform to school. The Christ School reserves the right to take
corrective steps and administer additional consequences for non compliance of the uniform policy and
general expectations for all students, which can include a loss of privileges and participation in events and
activities.
All uniform apparel must be purchased through Land’s End or Dennis Uniform. To ensure a
proper order, please provide The Christ School preferred school number when placing an order.
Lands’ End
Preferred School Number: 900044603
School Name Only Logo Number: 9747138K
School Crest w/School Name
Number: 9861154K
Phone number: 1.800.469.2222
Web Address: www.landsend.com/school

Dennis Uniform
School number: E05
Phone number: 407-960-1788
Web address:
www.dennisuniform.com

General Appearance
● Hair must be a natural color, neat, and out of eyes. Boys’ hair must be above the collar and out of
the eyes.
● Girls may have pierced ears, one earring per ear is allowed. Boys are not permitted to have any
piercings.
● Facial piercings, spacers or plugs for any student are prohibited.
● Jewelry and accessories must be conservative in style and amount. For example, baubles on a
necklace or earrings should not exceed 2 inches. Students may wear a maximum of two
bracelets.
● Boys may not have facial hair.
● The white polo with crest is to be worn on dress uniform days only.
● Shirts must always be tucked in.
All Fridays
All students may wear any TCS shirt, including the Serve Day uniform tee shirt, in good condition with
uniform bottoms. Students may choose to wear full length jeans that are not torn, ripped or frayed.
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Outerwear
● Microfiber or microfleece in evergreen with The Christ School logo.
● Crew or zip front sweatshirt or hoodie in evergreen or navy with The Christ School logo.
● Cable front cardigan in evergreen or navy.
● 8th grade students only are permitted to wear the current year’s class hoodie.
Serve Days
Days that students are serving on a TCS sponsored service project or event. These days include, but are
not limited to: One Great Day of Service, Lower School Service Club days or middle school service
opportunities. A TCS serve day uniform tee shirt must be purchased through Land’s End Uniforms.
Students are permitted to wear the serve day uniform tee shirt to school on the day they are serving on a
TCS sponsored project or event. The shirt is required for One Great Day of Service.
Casual Days and Cashual Days
Casual Days are set aside as occasions when students may dress out of school uniform and may be fun
themed days chosen by the school leadership team. Cashual Days are days chosen by the school
leadership where students pay a minimum of $1 to dress out of uniform. The proceeds go towards a
designated charity or non-profit organization. The non-uniform clothing must fall within the parameters
listed below:
● Jeans that are not torn, ripped or frayed
● Length of short/skort must be no shorter than fingertip length
● Sleeveless shirts, tank tops, spaghetti straps or shirts that expose the midriff are not permitted
● Hats are not permitted
● Yoga pants are not permitted
● Leggings may be worn underneath shorts or skirts
● Shirts may not have inappropriate language, slogans or pictures
● Boots are permitted on casual dress days
Spirit Days
Spirit Days are set aside to recognize the sports teams that are currently in season and occur 4 times
during the school year. Spirit Day dress follows the same guidelines as Friday dress except students may
wear any additional accessories that are appropriate. General dress guidelines for Spirit Day include:
● TCS Team jerseys or TCS T-shirts
● Socks in TCS colors
● Headbands, hats, face paint and wigs in school colors green and gold are permitted.
● Students must wear uniform bottoms or jeans that are not torn, ripped or frayed.
● Hair color may be worn if it is temporary and can be returned to normal the next school day.
Cold Days
If the weather is forecasted to be 49 degrees Fahrenheit or below at 8:00 am, students are encouraged to
wear uniform pants. All students may choose to wear jeans that are not torn, ripped or frayed. Students
must wear a uniform shirt that may be accompanied with a long sleeve undershirt that is solid green, navy
blue or white. All students may also wear any coat to school that is appropriate and in good condition.
Inside the building, students must wear TCS approved outerwear.
Field Trip Uniform
TCS evergreen polo with khaki uniform bottoms.
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LOWER SCHOOL UNIFORM POLICY
Daily Uniform
GIRLS

BOYS

Shirts - Long or short sleeve polo (evergreen,
yellow, navy) with The Christ School logo
Shorts/Skort - Khaki or Carden plaid (Dennis
only) shorts/skorts no shorter than fingertip length.
Leggings - Solid white or solid navy leggings may
be worn underneath uniform bottoms
Pants - Khaki or feminine fit plain chinos (straight
or flare)
Dress - Polo style dress in evergreen, navy (short
sleeve, pleated bottom)
Belt - Black or brown with shorts or pants
Socks - White, black or navy crew or no-show
socks; solid white or navy knee socks are
permitted
Shoes - Athletic shoes (tennis, sneakers) may be
any color. They may not display characters or
have lights or wheels

Shirts - Long or short sleeve polo (evergreen,
yellow, navy) with The Christ School logo
Shorts - Khaki or navy shorts (pleated or plain
front)*
Pants - Khaki long pants (pleated or plain front)
Belt - Black or brown*
Socks - White, black or navy crew or no-show
socks. Knee socks are not permitted
Shoes - Athletic shoes (tennis, sneakers) may be
any color. They may not display characters or
have lights or wheels

Dress Uniform
Dress uniforms are to be worn on the first day of school, each Monday thereafter, and on special
occasions.
GIRLS

BOYS

Shirt - White polo shirt with crest (Dri-fit is
permitted)
Skorts - Khaki skort, no shorter than fingertip
length
Leggings - Solid white or solid navy leggings may
be worn underneath uniform bottoms
Socks - White ankle, crew, or no-show socks
Shoes - Athletic shoes (tennis, sneakers) may be
any color. They may not display characters or
have lights or wheels

Shirt - White polo shirt with crest (Dri-fit is
permitted)
Shorts - Khaki (plain or pleated)*
Socks - White ankle, crew, or no-show socks
Belt - Black or brown*
Shoes - Athletic shoes (tennis, sneakers) may be
any color. They may not display characters or
have lights or wheels

* Boys and girls in TK, K or 1st grade may wear elasticized khaki uniform shorts. No belt is required for
TK, K and 1st grade students.
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MIDDLE SCHOOL UNIFORM POLICY
DAILY UNIFORM
GIRLS

BOYS

Shirts - Long or short sleeve polo (evergreen,
yellow, navy, black, pink and light blue) with The
Christ School logo
Shorts/Skort - Khaki or Carden plaid (Dennis
only) shorts/skorts no shorter than fingertip length
Leggings - Solid white or solid navy leggings
may be worn underneath uniform bottoms
Pants - Khaki or feminine fit plain chinos (straight
or flare)
Belt - Black or brown with shorts or pants.
Socks - White, black or navy crew or no-show
socks; solid white or navy knee socks are
permitted
Shoes - Athletic shoes (tennis, sneakers) may be
any color. They may not display characters or
have lights or wheels

Shirts - Long or short sleeve polo (evergreen, yellow,
navy, black, pink and light blue) with The
Christ School logo
Shorts - Khaki or navy shorts (pleated or plain front)
Pants - Khaki long pants (pleated or plain front)
Belt - Black or brown
Socks - White, black or navy crew or no-show socks.
Knee socks are not permitted
Shoes - Athletic shoes (tennis, sneakers) may be any
color. They may not display characters or have lights or
wheels

DRESS UNIFORM
Dress uniforms are to be worn on the first day of school, each Monday thereafter, and on special
occasions.
GIRLS

BOYS

Shirt - White polo shirt with crest (Dri-fit is
permitted)
Skorts - Khaki skort no shorter than fingertip
length
Leggings - Solid white or solid navy leggings may
be worn underneath uniform bottoms
Socks - White ankle, crew, or no-show socks
Shoes - Athletic shoes (tennis, sneakers) may be
any color. They may not display characters or
have lights or wheels

Shirt - White polo shirt with crest (Dri-fit is
permitted)
Shorts - Khaki (plain or pleated)
Belt - Black or brown
Socks - White ankle, crew, or no-show socks
Shoes - Athletic shoes (tennis, sneakers) may be
any color. They may not display characters or
have lights or wheels
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